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                CHAMCLAD® PRESENTS NEW  12” BEAM & COLUMN COVER SYSTEM  

                                                 AT INTERNATIONAL BUILDERS’ SHOW 
 
EDMONTON, AB – ChamClad® is excited to announce its’ attendance at the International 
Builders’ Show (IBS) at the Orange County Convention Center (OCCC) in Orlando, FL on 
February 8-10, 2022. 
 
The ChamClad® 12” Beam & Column Cover System compliments and adds another sustainable 
dimension to our existing interior and exterior Cladding family.  All are manufactured from 
100% recycled window frame PVC compounds making them denser and harder and therefore 
more durable than flexible PVC (vinyl products).  This new system is not only cost-effective but 
is also easy to install and offers high impact resistance, UV stability and inherent UL flame 
performance. When compared with metal or wood products used in similar applications, it has 
minimal environmental impact in terms of CO2 emissions and contributes to energy efficiency 
through low thermal conductivity. The 12” Beam & Column Cover System provides a green 
solution to the residential market (single & multi-family) and light commercial/industrial 
markets. 
 
“Our goal has always been to supply the building industry with readily available Interior/Exterior 
Wall, Soffit & Ceiling green solutions. ChamClad® panels can be recycled without the need for 
further treatment allowing us to continue to develop and strengthen our sustainability goals. 
Please drop by and see how the ChamClad® family of products can benefit your projects” said 
Amber Gunderson, ChamClad® CEO. 
 
ChamClad® is located in the West Hall at Booth #3059 (Canadian Pavilion). 
 
ABOUT ChamClad®:  ChamClad® provides laminated, 100% recycled rigid PVC products ready to 
install components for Exterior/Interior walls,  Soffit & Ceiling, and 12” Beam & Column covers 
on single and multi-family residential projects as well as light commercial & industrial projects.  
Our manufacturing facility is located in Edmonton, Alberta and we have shipped our products 
throughout Canada and the United States.  We are a Privately Held Company, operating 
throughout North America. 
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